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In early November a WFP team visited the proposed new project area in Shaanxi and Hubei.  The 
team was composed by  Prof. Paolo Santacroce, VAM consultant of WFP; Ms. Han Zheng, WFP China/VAM 
and Prof. Yin Shi’an, consultant from the Nutrition and Hygiene Food Institution of China Academy of 
Preventive Medicine 
 
 The main purposes of the mission were: 

• 

• 

• 
• 

                                                          

to follow up the township targeting procedure, already started in Beijing by the VAM Unit and 
formulate a final list of targeted townships;  
to get a better understanding of the local data collection/criteria in order to reach an agreement 
on standard definition of data; 
to get a better understanding of the local situation, including the nutritional status of children; 
to verify the possibility of building during the Project preparation process a “nutrition monitoring 
system”1, which will be managed by the local authorities, in close collaboration with the WFP 
VAM staff and a national consultant2; 

 
During the visit to Shaanxi and Hubei, the team held several meetings with the local authorities and 

visited poor households living in remote villages. 
 

The following counties were visited: 
Hubei Province: 

Yun Xian 
Yunxi 
Zhushan 
Zhuxi3

Shaanxi Province: 
Danfeng 
Luonan 
Shangnan4

Shanyang 
Shangzhou 

 
1 Through the operation of this system, the WFP would like to better understand the local nutritional situation at the 
beginning of the project and any improvements which may take place during the implementation of the project 
 
2  For these reasons, a national consultant assisted the WFP VAM staff during part of the mission (in Shaanxi Province) 
in the following aspects: 
1. facilitate the understanding of the local nutritional situation (particularly reasons for undernutrition); 
2. assist VAM staff in a pilot identification of nutritional levels in the visited villages/schools; 
3. assist in explaining to local authorities/people the importance of nutritional targeting in the new project;  
4. assist in the definition of criteria, methodology and practice of nutrition data collection; and  
5. prepare a preliminary draft/idea of a nutrition monitoring system which takes the local situation and the local 

constraints into consideration.   
For the national consultant conclusions see: Prof. Shi-an Yin, “Working Report on VAM Mission to Hubei and Shaanxi 
during November 6 to November 14, 1998 (Preliminary Draft”) 
 
3 Zhuxi county, not included in the preliminary travel schedule, was visited under a precise request expressed by the 
Hubei Provincial PMO’ Director. 
 
4 Shangnan county, not included in the preliminary travel schedule, was visited under a precise request expressed by the 
Shaanxi Provincial PMO’ Director. 
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In each county: 
• 
• 

at least one township was visited, 
in each township at least one village (far from the main road) was visited,  

the village head and at least three households had been extensively interviewed in the visited 
villages  
and the undernutrition of children under five years old was investigated using the MUAC (Mid-
Upper Arc Circumference) technique 

• the village primary school (when existing) or an other primary school near the village was visited 
the teacher was interviewed and the undernutrition of children up to six years old was 
investigated using the MUAC (Mid-Upper Arc Circumference) technique 

• the clinic nearest to the village was visited  
and the personnel was interviewed on undernutrition data collection system and practices.  

 
 

Working meetings with the PMOs and the participation of representatives of  MoEducation, 
MoHealth, MoAagriculture, CWF, SSB, and other institutions were organised in each county or 
groups of counties. 
 
 

The mission itinerary is shown in the map here below by a purple line.  Inter-provincial boundaries 
between Shaanxi and Hubei are drafted in green.  
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MISSION PRELIMINARY ACTIVITIES 

carried out in Beijing by VAM Unit 
 
 
 
 
Several important preliminary mission activities had been carried out, before my arrival in Beijing,  by 

Ms Han Zheng, WFP/Beijing VAM Assistant, according to the activities/actions listed in the “Targeting 
Procedure” instructions prepared during my previous mission (September 1998) and agreed with the WFP 
China Representative. 

 
 Between them: 

 
• The data at township level requested and provided by the PMOs of the 9 listed counties had been 

already inputted and their consistency verified.    Unfortunately when the mission went to the field the 
PMOs had provided only a part of the requested data at township level.    
 

Between them the following time series (1990-96 or 97 when possible) were received: 
 

Rural population (absolute figure)  
Rural labour force by gender (absolute figure) 
Grain production (absolute figure) 
Cultivated land (absolute figure) 
Per capita income(absolute figure)   
and  
Meat production (1996) (absolute figure). 
 

 
• From these raw data the Beijing VAM Assistant had already computed a set of relevant “process” 

indicators in order to carry out a preliminary “food security risk” analysis. In particular: a particular 
attention was given in smoothing time series figures for trend analysis and computing relevant indicators 
of inter-annual variability.  

 
• The Beijing VAM Assistant has already carried out several exploratory attempts, using cluster 

analysis, in order to identify: 
1. the simplest set of indicators (derived from the available information) suitable to describe the main 

characteristics of the project area (in particular avoiding the use/abuse of too highly correlated 
indicators) 

2. the best number of clusters to be chosen in order to provide “easy to be understood” profiles, 
emphasizing the strongest evidences. 

 
 

As indicated in the “Targeting Procedure” instructions, the original objective was to carry out  a two 
steps clustering approach:  
• a preliminary “food security risk” analysis (using  “process” indicators)  and  
• matching the result of the above analysis with a socio-economic analysis (using “outcome” indicators) in 

order to produce “vulnerability profiles”. 
 
The above procedure was hampered by the fact that – when the mission went to the field - the socio-

economic information were not yet systematically available.      
Consequently the preliminary township targeting was basically carried out in Beijing VAM Unit using 

only “process indicator”5.  The clustering results were verified and improved during the field mission, 
according to local suggestions, data verification and a better understanding of peculiar figures. 
 

The results of this preliminary “food security risk” analysis (carried out in Beijing using  “process” 
indicators) are synthetically described in the following pages. 

                                                           
5 As soon as the socio-economic information will be systematically available, the VAM Beijing Unit will get the opportunity 
of verifying the preliminary list of selected townships.  
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TOWNSHIP TARGETING  

as a result of a preliminary “food security risk” analysis  
 
 
 
 
 
 

In order to target the townships according a “food security risk”, the following indicators were 
computed and used for the clustering analysis: 
 
1. rural population annual growth rate (1990/97) 
2. per capita grain production (1990/97 average)  
3. per capita  grain annual growth rate (1990/97 
4. per capita meat production (1996) 
5. per capita income (1996-97 average) 
6. per capita income growth rate(1990-91/1996-97 averages) 
7. grain yield (1990/97 average)6 
8. grain yield interannual [1990/97] coefficient of variation 
9. grain yield annual growth rate(1990/97) 
 

A rapid glance to the thematic maps included in this and in the following pages demonstrates that the 
Project Area is characterised by a lack of homogeneity.   

 
In general the maps indicate with colours only the townships whose figures are under a threshold 

that can been considered critical7 .   The white areas included in the perimeter of the nine counties, mean – 
on the contrary - that the figures exceed such significant threshold. 
 

The maps are self-commented; it is evident the strong dichotomy – in general – between Shaanxi and 
Hubei townships: 
• Hubei is loosing population, Shaanxi not; 
• Per capita grain production is lower in Shaanxi than in Hubei, and the same is observed for the per 

capita meat production; 
• Per capita income is growing quicker in Hubei than in Shaanxi; 
• and so on.  

                                                           
6 Indicators making reference to yield (number 7, 8 and 9) were used, in the cluster analysis, as “supplementary”, 
consequently not affecting the results of the analysis but  assisting the user in the interpretation of the results. 
 
7 For instance: per capita grain production under 300 kg/year; per capita income under 814 yuan [at current price] or per 
capita income annual growth rate [always at current price] under 16% 
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The table here below shows the results of the analysis in terms of cluster profiles.   Sixteen clusters 
were identified, of which eight clusters (marked with a gray background) are characterized by different levels 
and types of “food security risks”.     Consequently the townships belonging to the above clusters can be 
defined as “food insecure”.  
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1 44 -0.06 251 -1.06 21.31 745 12.92 2.4 0.22 -2.04 

2 34 -0.17 330 -0.43 34.66 782 13.07 2.3 0.26 -0.23 

3 27 0.39 288 -4.29 28.2 816 13.35 2.6 0.27 -4.88 

4 25 -0.27 261 3.38 23.72 718 13.23 2.1 0.24 1.74 

5 19 0.07 201 -4.31 19.4 730 8.64 2.2 0.25 -3.49 

6 18 -1.57 395 -1.85 36.43 742 15.01 2.5 0.30 -1.38 

7 17 -0.83 324 -4.57 33.25 674 20.13 2.2 0.20 -4.66 

8 16 -1.4 566 3.82 43.5 1102 21.11 5.0 0.23 4.79 

9 10 -1.23 338 1.72 35.47 685 27.61 2.8 0.20 0.52 

10 8 -1.17 411 -8.42 43.01 808 13.11 3.3 0.30 -8.01 

11 7 -3.2 330 2.94 39.93 585 16.9 1.7 0.20 2.8 

12 7 -0.85 456 -0.47 32.76 1071 19.32 4.6 0.25 1.16 

13 7 -0.77 247 3.78 23.62 618 19.61 1.7 0.30 3.72 

14 5 -1.42 847 1.66 72.08 1324 20.7 4.9 0.17 0.4 

15 2 7.17 304 -12.18 42.19 1447 15.22 4.9 0.31 -5.82 

16 1 2.92 350 7.38 33.19 1581 25.51 10.6 0.27 7.3 

           

9 counties 247 -0.54 349 -0.89 32.17 816 16.07 2.9 0.24 -0.97 

 
 
 

Although for the cluster analysis six indicators were used, the graph here below - showing the 
distribution of the sixteen clusters according to the per capita grain production and income – clearly 
demonstrates that the cluster defined as “food insecure” (brown almonds) are densely located in the left-
bottom corner of the graph and on the left of the “nine counties average” (yellow triangle). 
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The distribution of the eight “food insecure” clusters is zoomed here below 
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DESCRIPTION OF “FOOD INSECURE CLUSTERS” 

 
 
 
 

In order to summarise the cluster profiles, an alphanumerical  coding system (using a set of three 
identifiers) was established. 
 

• The first identifier (A or B or C or  D) provides an overall idea of  levels of risk. 
• The second identifier (I[income] or G[rain]) makes reference to the most evident reason for a food 

insecurity situation, according to the following criteria: lower absolute figure as compared with the 
other cluster belonging to the same group;  or –when sub-groups absolute figures are rather similar 
– a different trend [1=decreasing, 2=increasing].  

• The third identifier (M[eat]), accompanied by an algebraic symbol (-, ~ or +), reminds the importance 
of per capita meat production. 

 
 

As a results the eight clusters identified as “food insecure” belong to four groups (A,B,C and D), each of 
them subdivided into two sub-groups, as follow:  
 

Group               Clusters 
 

A  AG-M 
AI-M 

 
B  BG1-M 

BG2-M 
 
C  CG~M 

CI+M 
 
D  DI1+M 

DI2+M 
 
 
 
GROUP A  
Group A includes the two most critical clusters characterised by a very low/low per capita grain 
production not enough compensated by a per capita income level8.   
 

CLUSTER AG-M 
The townships included in this cluster present an extremely low per capita grain production 
(201 kg/year) in spite of an higher (when compared with other clusters) per capita income (730 
yuan). 
The main concerns are related to the fact that the above extremely low per capita grain 
production was worsening during the 90’s (average annual growth rate equal to –4.3).  
The per capita income too – is spite of being higher – was affected by the lowest annual average 
growth rate (8.6% at current prices) when compared with the 9 counties overall growth rate (16%).  
If we consider, in addition, that the per capita meat production is also the lowest (19.4 Kg/year 
against an overall average of 32.2 kg/year) and that the grain performances in term of yield 
(MT/ha) were strongly decreasing (annual average growth rate equal –3.5%) we must conclude 
that  - when formulating any development planning proposal - a particular attention should be 
dedicated to the townships included in this cluster.  

                                                           
8 In order to avoid redundancy in the description, the indicators used in the clustering analysis, are named in a shorter, 
but still understandable way (for instance:   

per capita income   instead of  per capita income  (1996/97 average, at current prices) 
per capita grain production instead of per capita grain production (1990/97 average) 
grain performances  instead of per capita grain annual average growth rate (1970/77) 
and so on. 
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CLUSTER AI-M    
Townships characterised by a low per capita grain production (247 kg/year) and a particularly low 
per capita income (618 yuan).   
Nevertheless, during the 90’s, the per capita grain production shows a very significant growth rate 
(annual average equal to 3.8%); at least partially explained by a significantly increase of grain 
performances (in terms of yield),  in spite of starting from very low levels (1.7 MT/ha, far below the 
9 counties overall average) 
Also the per capita income growth rate was significant (showing an annual average equal to 19.6% 
at current prices, higher then the overall average of the 9 considered counties).  
Per capita meat production is low. 
 

 
 
GROUP B  
Group B is characterised by two clusters rather similar in terms of per capita grain production and 
per capita income, but showing per capita grain production opposite trends.  
 

CLUSTER BG1-M 
This cluster still presents a low per capita grain production (251 kg/year). During the 90’s the above 
lack of grain worsened (annual average growth rate equal to –1.1%).  The per capita income, 
although relatively high (746 yuan at current prices), was growing slower then the overall average.  
 
CLUSTER BG2-M, 
The townships included in this cluster show an average profile rather similar to the previous cluster 
one with a slightly higher per capita grain production (261 kg/year) and a few lower per capita 
income (718 yuan at current prices).   Nevertheless, in general, the profile of this cluster seems 
better: in particular the per capita grain production is quickly increasing (annual average growth 
rate equal to 3.4%); grain performances (MT/ha) too show a positive annual average growth rate. 

 
 
GROUP C  
Into group C are included two clusters characterised by dichotomic profiles, affecting their food 
insecurity (either very low per capita grain production and relatively high per capita income or vice 
versa).   The above unbalanced grain-income structure makes them particular exposed either to 
labour (and probably partially to cash crop) markets or to natural disasters (drought and/or flood).     
 

CLUSTER CG~M 
This cluster includes townships where the per capita grain availability is rather low (276 Kg/year) 
and –in addition- significantly decreased during the 90’s (annual average growth rate equal to –
3.4%).   The above trend is confirmed by the fact that the grain performances (MT/ha) too were 
affected by a negative annual average growth rate (-3.8%).  Nevertheless the per capita income is 
the highest (when compared with the other clusters) and similar to the overall 9 counties income.    
When compared with the previous clusters, per capita meat production is higher.     
 
CLUSTER CG~M 
An opposite typology of food insecurity is emphasised by this cluster.   While the per capita grain 
availability (330 kg/year) is rather high (obviously, when compared with the previous clusters) and 
was increasing significantly during the 90’s (with an annual average growth rate equal to 2.9%), on 
the contrary the per capita income is extremely low (585 yuan).   Nevertheless per capita meat 
production is very high (40 kg/year). 

 
 
GROUP D  
Group D is characterised by two clusters rather similar in terms of per capita grain and meat 
production,  and per capita income, but showing a per capita grain production opposite trend.  
 

CLUSTER DI1+M 
This cluster presents an average per capita grain production (324 kg/year), but during the 90’s its 
trend was strongly negative (annual average growth rate equal to –4.6%). The above trend is 
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confirmed by the fact that the grain performances (MTha) too were affected by a extremely 
negative annual average growth rate (-4.7%).  This fact is accompanied by a per capita income 
rather low (675 yuan) but growing significantly (annual average growth rate equal 20%).    
 
CLUSTER DI2+M 
The townships included in this cluster show an average profile rather similar to the previous cluster 
one; both the per capita grain production (338kg/year) and the per capita income (685 yuan at 
current prices) are simply a bit higher.   Nevertheless the profile of this cluster seems better as 
compared with the previous one: in this case the per capita grain production is increasing (annual 
average growth rate equal to 1.7%%) and  the per capita income trend is particularly positive 
(annual average growth rate equal to 27.6%) 

 
 
The graph here below, a commented version of the previous one,  shows the distribution of the eight “food 
insecure” clusters identifying each of them according to the alphanumerical coding definition.  
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From a rapid glance to the distribution of the four Groups (A, B, C and D) it becomes evident: 

a) the strong dichotomy between the two clusters grouped both into A and C: a lower per capita 
grain production opposed to a higher per capita income and vice versa (AG opposed to AI, CG 
opposed to CI)  

b) the significant propinquity of clusters grouped both into B and D; it is a fact that in these cases, 
as already explained in the cluster profile description (see previous pages), the main differences 
are due to other indicators. 

c) that, in general, a higher per capita grain availability means also higher per capita meat 
production.  

 
 

As already explained, the clustering results were verified and improved during the field mission, 
according to local suggestions, data verification and a better understanding of peculiar figures (see next 
pages).   
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ADJUSTING THE LIST OF PRELIMINARY TARGETED TOWNSHIPS  
 
 
 
 

Once clustered the townships as described in the previous chapter, few adjustments were decided 
according to field inspections and discussion with local authorities (during the November 1998 mission). 
 

Two main factors were taken into consideration for such adjustment: 
1. a distance factor (propinquity or remoteness to/from urban centers) 
2. local recent natural disasters  (particularly floods) that can have driven particular areas back to 

food insecurity. 
 

Factor 1 
Sometimes townships located near to the township capital were included in “food insecure” 
clusters due low per capita grain availability and/or very low grain performances.   The above 
indicators, in this case, have not the same meaning than when they are applied to remote 
areas; particularly when the per capita income is not so low.  Consequently the preliminary 
targeted township list was purged according to this criteria. 

 
Factor 2 

Data provided by local authorities, used for the preliminary township targeting using 
clustering procedure, make reference to time series up to 1997.  In some cases, as 
emphasized by local authorities, specific natural disasters have bitten  areas not included in 
the preliminary list.    The 1998 flood has dramatically affected some mountain areas where 
the majority of the cultivated land was located along the rivers and was taken out by the 
flood; these areas went back to a “food insecurity” status and certainly need several years to 
recover.     In particular, for these reasons, the Shaanxi Province PMO requested to consider 
the inclusion of Shangnan county into the Project Area.    The justification seems more than 
logical; consequently a short list of additional townships (located in Shangnan and 
dramatically affected by the recent flood) was included.  

 
As a final result a list of 126 targeted townships has been established.    
 
The table here below shows the number of targeted townships in each county (left side), the distribution of 
targeted townships in different clusters and their percentage into the two Provinces (right side).  
 
 

TARGETED TOWNSHIPS AND RELATED CLUSTERS -  A SUMMARY 
by county  by cluster 
code name # of townships # of townships 

   of which in 
HUBEI PROVINCE  SHAANXI HUBEI 

42009 Yun Xian 12  
42010 Yunxi 5 AG-M 12 100.0 0.0
42011 Zhushan 10 AI-M 6 66.7 33.3
42012 Zhuxi 5 BG1-M 32 100.0 0.0

 Sub-total 32 BG2-M 22 95.5 4.5
   CG~M 20 100.0 0.0

SHAANXI PROVINCE  CI+M 6 15.0 85.0
61066 Shangzhou 21 DI1+M 16 6.2 93.8
61067 Luonan 14 DI2+M 7 0.0 100.0
61068 Danfeng 22 additional 5 0.0 100.0
61069 Shangnan 6  
61070 Shanyang 31 TOTAL 126 74.6 25.4

 Sub-total 94  
    
 TOTAL 126  
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The predominance in Shaanxi province of Groups A, B and of cluster CG~M is evident.; while the 
majority of Hubei townships are included in Group D and cluster CI+M. 

It is worth to be noted that the Hubei clusters are characterised also by an important level of per 
capita meat (as understandable from the alphanumeric identifier +M).  
 

The map here below show the geographical location of the targeted townships according to the 
different clusters. 
 
 

 
As an extensive legend of the map, the description of the cluster profiles is reprinted here below; while the 
next pages contain the exhaustive list of the targeted townships. 
 

 
 

CLASSES 

rural 
population 

annual 
growth rate

 
average 
grain per 

capita 

grain per 
capita 

growth rate

per capita 
production 

of meat 

average per 
capita 

income 
1996-97 

per capita 
income 

growth rate

 
average 

grain yield 

grain yield 
coefficient 
of variation 

 
grain yield 
growth rate 

          

          

AG-M 0.07 200.58 -4.31 19.4 729.67 8.64 2.18 0.25 -3.49 

AI-M -0.77 246.64 3.78 23.62 617.75 19.61 1.7 0.3 3.72 

          

BG1-M -0.06 250.76 -1.06 21.31 745.49 12.92 2.36 0.22 -2.04 

BG2-M -0.27 261.03 3.38 23.72 717.74 13.23 2.08 0.24 1.74 

          

CG~M 0.23 276.39 -3.42 26.57 815.04 13.22 2.47 0.26 -3.85 

CI+M -3.2 330.17 2.94 39.93 584.93 16.9 1.65 0.2 2.8 

          

DI1+M -0.83 324.05 -4.57 33.25 674.49 20.13 2.22 0.2 -4.66 

DI2+M -1.23 337.61 1.72 35.47 685.34 27.61 2.83 0.2 0.52 

          

9 counties -0.54 349.05 -0.89 32.17 816.2 16.07 2.87 0.24 -0.97 
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TARGETED TOWNSHIPS AND RELATED CLUSTERS PAGE A
       

by code   by cluster  
code name cluster  code name cluster 

       
4200906 Daliu CI+M  6106618 Yanchihe AG-M 
4200907 Baisangguan DI2+M  6106614 Shangguanfa AG-M 
4200908 Gaomiao DI2+M  6106617 Heshan AG-M 
4200909 Huangmei DI2+M  6106624 Hongmen AG-M 
4200910 Nanhua DI2+M  6106625 Sanchahe AG-M 
4200911 Bailang DI1+M  6106626 Luhuguan AG-M 
4200912 Liudong DI2+M  6106634 Banqiao AG-M 
4200913 Tanshan DI2+M  6106635 Puchang AG-M 
4200914 Meipu DI2+M  6106627 Heilongkou AG-M 
4200919 Ancheng DI1+M  6106804 Shuangcao AG-M 
4200920 Wufeng DI1+M  6106615 Yancun AG-M 
4200922 Hujiaying DI1+M  6106616 Songshu AG-M 
4201008 Huaishu AI-M  4201008 Huaishu AI-M 
4201009 Dianzi AI-M  4201009 Dianzi AI-M 
4201011 Hubeikou AI-M  4201011 Hubeikou AI-M 
4201013 Nigou DI1+M  4201014 Liulang AI-M 
4201014 Liulang AI-M  6106725 Luoyuan AI-M 
4201105 Pailou DI1+M  6106720 Wuxian AI-M 
4201108 Leigu DI1+M  6106619 Niucao BG1-M 
4201109 Qigu DI1+M  6106620 Machi BG1-M 
4201110 Zhuping DI1+M  6106621 Yangxie BG1-M 
4201111 Damiao DI1+M  6106628 Xijing BG1-M 
4201112 Desheng DI1+M  6106629 Dajing BG1-M 
4201114 Maota DI1+M  6106630 Limia BG1-M 
4201115 Shuangtai BG2-M  6106631 Yaoshou BG1-M 
4201119 Shenhe DI1+M  6106726 Bao'an BG1-M 
4201120 Tianjia DI1+M  6106807 Lihua BG1-M 
4201207 Erping CI+M  6106632 Majiao BG1-M 
4201208 Huiwan CI+M  6106808 Dayu BG1-M 
4201209 Longtan CI+M  6106809 Liuxianping BG1-M 
4201210 Tianbao CI+M  6106825 Huayuan BG1-M 
4201219 Quanxi DI1+M  6107004 Getiao BG1-M 
6106614 Shangguanfa AG-M  6107005 Wangzhuang BG1-M 
6106615 Yancun AG-M  6107010 Changgou BG1-M 
6106616 Songshu AG-M  6107012 Yinhua BG1-M 
6106617 Heshan AG-M  6107015 Shuicaoping BG1-M 
6106618 Yanchihe AG-M  6107033 Baimatang BG1-M 
6106619 Niucao BG1-M  6107038 Yuanzijie BG1-M 
6106620 Machi BG1-M  6106803 Ziyu BG1-M 
6106621 Yangxie BG1-M  6106819 Zhaochuan BG1-M 
6106622 Dongyuemiao BG2-M  6107007 Shenjiaya BG1-M 
6106624 Hongmen AG-M  6107008 Maluping BG1-M 
6106625 Sanchahe AG-M  6107009 Liangling BG1-M 
6106626 Luhuguan AG-M  6107032 Huanglong BG1-M 
6106627 Heilongkou AG-M  6106805 Yongyu BG1-M 
6106628 Xijing BG1-M  6106815 Tieyupu BG1-M 
6106629 Dajing BG1-M  6106817 Huaping BG1-M 
6106630 Limia BG1-M  6106824 Siping BG1-M 
6106631 Yaoshou BG1-M  6107026 Nankuan BG1-M 
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TARGETED TOWNSHIPS AND RELATED CLUSTERS PAGE B
       

by code   by cluster  
code name cluster  code name cluster 

       
6106632 Majiao BG1-M  6107028 Huping BG1-M 
6106633 Longwang CG~M  6106622 Dongyuemiao BG2-M 
6106634 Banqiao AG-M  6106814 Taoping BG2-M 
6106635 Puchang AG-M  6107011 Zhongcun BG2-M 
6106706 Youquan CG~M  6107013 Xiquan BG2-M 
6106709 Sipo CG~M  6107014 Shahesi BG2-M 
6106710 Sanyao CG~M  6107017 Wangyan BG2-M 
6106711 Gaoyao CG~M  6107035 Eryu BG2-M 
6106712 Wangling DI1+M  6107016 Zhaochuan BG2-M 
6106713 Lingkou CG~M  6107018 Yanma BG2-M 
6106715 Shangsi BG2-M  6107024 Biantouxi BG2-M 
6106719 Si'er BG2-M  6107034 Xiaohekou BG2-M 
6106720 Wuxian AI-M  6106715 Shangsi BG2-M 
6106721 Xunjian BG2-M  6106719 Si'er BG2-M 
6106722 Jialu BG2-M  6106721 Xunjian BG2-M 
6106724 Maping CG~M  6106722 Jialu BG2-M 
6106725 Luoyuan AI-M  6106826 Qiligang BG2-M 
6106726 Bao'an BG1-M  6106920 Liangcha BG2-M 
6106803 Ziyu BG1-M  6107002 Wuzhu BG2-M 
6106804 Shuangcao AG-M  6107025 Banmiao BG2-M 
6106805 Yongyu BG1-M  6107027 Lianhuachi BG2-M 
6106807 Lihua BG1-M  6107037 Banyan BG2-M 
6106808 Dayu BG1-M  4201115 Shuangtai BG2-M 
6106809 Liuxianping BG1-M  6106710 Sanyao CG~M 
6106810 Zeling CG~M  6106711 Gaoyao CG~M 
6106811 Huochuan CG~M  6106810 Zeling CG~M 
6106812 Chuizhuang CG~M  6106633 Longwang CG~M 
6106813 Majiaping CG~M  6106706 Youquan CG~M 
6106814 Taoping BG2-M  6106811 Huochuan CG~M 
6106815 Tieyupu BG1-M  6106812 Chuizhuang CG~M 
6106816 Wuguan CG~M  6106813 Majiaping CG~M 
6106817 Huaping BG1-M  6106820 Zhulinguan CG~M 
6106818 Baiyangguan CG~M  6106823 Shicaogou CG~M 
6106819 Zhaochuan BG1-M  6107021 Manchunguan CG~M 
6106820 Zhulinguan CG~M  6106724 Maping CG~M 
6106821 Gongmen CG~M  6107019 Tianqiao CG~M 
6106823 Shicaogou CG~M  6107022 Faguan CG~M 
6106824 Siping BG1-M  6107030 Yangdi CG~M 
6106825 Huayuan BG1-M  6106709 Sipo CG~M 
6106826 Qiligang BG2-M  6106713 Lingkou CG~M 
6106903 Qingshan additional  6106816 Wuguan CG~M 
6106906 Shuigou additional  6106818 Baiyangguan CG~M 
6106915 Guofenglou additional  6106821 Gongmen CG~M 
6106918 Qingquan additional  6107023 Yanping CI+M 
6106919 Qingyou additional  4201210 Tianbao CI+M 
6106920 Liangcha BG2-M  4200906 Daliu CI+M 
6107002 Wuzhu BG2-M  4201208 Huiwan CI+M 
6107004 Getiao BG1-M  4201209 Longtan CI+M 
6107005 Wangzhuang BG1-M  4201207 Erping CI+M 
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TARGETED TOWNSHIPS AND RELATED CLUSTERS PAGE C
     

by code   by cluster   
code name cluster  code name cluster 

       
6107007 Shenjiaya BG1-M  4201219 Quanxi DI1+M 
6107008 Maluping BG1-M  6106712 Wangling DI1+M 
6107009 Liangling BG1-M  4201120 Tianjia DI1+M 
6107010 Changgou BG1-M  4200911 Bailang DI1+M 
6107011 Zhongcun BG2-M  4200919 Ancheng DI1+M 
6107012 Yinhua BG1-M  4200920 Wufeng DI1+M 
6107013 Xiquan BG2-M  4200922 Hujiaying DI1+M 
6107014 Shahesi BG2-M  4201013 Nigou DI1+M 
6107015 Shuicaoping BG1-M  4201105 Pailou DI1+M 
6107016 Zhaochuan BG2-M  4201108 Leigu DI1+M 
6107017 Wangyan BG2-M  4201109 Qigu DI1+M 
6107018 Yanma BG2-M  4201110 Zhuping DI1+M 
6107019 Tianqiao CG~M  4201111 Damiao DI1+M 
6107021 Manchunguan CG~M  4201112 Desheng DI1+M 
6107022 Faguan CG~M  4201114 Maota DI1+M 
6107023 Yanping CI+M  4201119 Shenhe DI1+M 
6107024 Biantouxi BG2-M  4200907 Baisangguan DI2+M 
6107025 Banmiao BG2-M  4200908 Gaomiao DI2+M 
6107026 Nankuan BG1-M  4200909 Huangmei DI2+M 
6107027 Lianhuachi BG2-M  4200910 Nanhua DI2+M 
6107028 Huping BG1-M  4200912 Liudong DI2+M 
6107030 Yangdi CG~M  4200913 Tanshan DI2+M 
6107032 Huanglong BG1-M  4200914 Meipu DI2+M 
6107033 Baimatang BG1-M  6106903 Qingshan additional 
6107034 Xiaohekou BG2-M  6106919 Qingyou additional 
6107035 Eryu BG2-M  6106906 Shuigou additional 
6107037 Banyan BG2-M  6106915 Guofenglou additional 
6107038 Yuanzijie BG1-M  6106918 Qingquan additional 
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TARGETED TOWNSHIPS  
AND RELATED CLUSTERS 

PAGE D 

   

by name   
code name cluster 

   
4200919 Ancheng DI1+M 
4200911 Bailang DI1+M 
6107033 Baimatang BG1-M 
4200907 Baisangguan DI2+M 
6106818 Baiyangguan CG~M 
6107025 Banmiao BG2-M 
6106634 Banqiao AG-M 
6107037 Banyan BG2-M 
6106726 Bao'an BG1-M 
6107024 Biantouxi BG2-M 
6107010 Changgou BG1-M 
6106812 Chuizhuang CG~M 
6106629 Dajing BG1-M 
4200906 Daliu CI+M 
4201111 Damiao DI1+M 
6106808 Dayu BG1-M 
4201112 Desheng DI1+M 
4201009 Dianzi AI-M 
6106622 Dongyuemiao BG2-M 
4201207 Erping CI+M 
6107035 Eryu BG2-M 
6107022 Faguan CG~M 
4200908 Gaomiao DI2+M 
6106711 Gaoyao CG~M 
6107004 Getiao BG1-M 
6106821 Gongmen CG~M 
6106915 Guofenglou additional 
6106627 Heilongkou AG-M 
6106617 Heshan AG-M 
6106624 Hongmen AG-M 
4201008 Huaishu AI-M 
6107032 Huanglong BG1-M 
4200909 Huangmei DI2+M 
6106817 Huaping BG1-M 
6106825 Huayuan BG1-M 
4201011 Hubeikou AI-M 
4201208 Huiwan CI+M 
4200922 Hujiaying DI1+M 
6106811 Huochuan CG~M 
6107028 Huping BG1-M 
6106722 Jialu BG2-M 
4201108 Leigu DI1+M 
6106920 Liangcha BG2-M 
6107009 Liangling BG1-M 
6107027 Lianhuachi BG2-M 
6106807 Lihua BG1-M 
6106630 Limia BG1-M 
6106713 Lingkou CG~M 
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TARGETED TOWNSHIPS  
AND RELATED CLUSTERS 

PAGE E 

   

by name   
code name cluster 

   
4200912 Liudong DI2+M 
4201014 Liulang AI-M 
6106809 Liuxianping BG1-M 
4201209 Longtan CI+M 
6106633 Longwang CG~M 
6106626 Luhuguan AG-M 
6106725 Luoyuan AI-M 
6106620 Machi BG1-M 
6106632 Majiao BG1-M 
6106813 Majiaping CG~M 
6107008 Maluping BG1-M 
6107021 Manchunguan CG~M 
4201114 Maota DI1+M 
6106724 Maping CG~M 
4200914 Meipu DI2+M 
4200910 Nanhua DI2+M 
6107026 Nankuan BG1-M 
4201013 Nigou DI1+M 
6106619 Niucao BG1-M 
4201105 Pailou DI1+M 
6106635 Puchang AG-M 
4201109 Qigu DI1+M 
6106826 Qiligang BG2-M 
6106918 Qingquan additional 
6106903 Qingshan additional 
6106919 Qingyou additional 
4201219 Quanxi DI1+M 
6106625 Sanchahe AG-M 
6106710 Sanyao CG~M 
6107014 Shahesi BG2-M 
6106614 Shangguanfa AG-M 
6106715 Shangsi BG2-M 
4201119 Shenhe DI1+M 
6107007 Shenjiaya BG1-M 
6106823 Shicaogou CG~M 
6106804 Shuangcao AG-M 
4201115 Shuangtai BG2-M 
6107015 Shuicaoping BG1-M 
6106906 Shuigou additional 
6106719 Si'er BG2-M 
6106824 Siping BG1-M 
6106709 Sipo CG~M 
6106616 Songshu AG-M 
4200913 Tanshan DI2+M 
6106814 Taoping BG2-M 
4201210 Tianbao CI+M 
4201120 Tianjia DI1+M 
6107019 Tianqiao CG~M 
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TARGETED TOWNSHIPS  
AND RELATED CLUSTERS 

PAGE F 

   

by name   
code name cluster 

   
6106815 Tieyupu BG1-M 
6106712 Wangling DI1+M 
6107017 Wangyan BG2-M 
6107005 Wangzhuang BG1-M 
4200920 Wufeng DI1+M 
6106816 Wuguan CG~M 
6106720 Wuxian AI-M 
6107002 Wuzhu BG2-M 
6107034 Xiaohekou BG2-M 
6106628 Xijing BG1-M 
6107013 Xiquan BG2-M 
6106721 Xunjian BG2-M 
6106618 Yanchihe AG-M 
6106615 Yancun AG-M 
6107030 Yangdi CG~M 
6106621 Yangxie BG1-M 
6107018 Yanma BG2-M 
6107023 Yanping CI+M 
6106631 Yaoshou BG1-M 
6107012 Yinhua BG1-M 
6106805 Yongyu BG1-M 
6106706 Youquan CG~M 
6107038 Yuanzijie BG1-M 
6106810 Zeling CG~M 
6106819 Zhaochuan BG1-M 
6107016 Zhaochuan BG2-M 
6107011 Zhongcun BG2-M 
6106820 Zhulinguan CG~M 
4201110 Zhuping DI1+M 
6106803 Ziyu BG1-M 

 
A summary by county of the main demographic, labour force and migration characteristics of the included 
targeted townships is provide here below. 
 

 DEMOGRAFIC, LABOUR FORCE AND TEMPORARY MIGRATION SUMMARY 
 targeted townships 
s        
 Total population sex ratio % female 

population 
%rural labour 

force 
% female 

labour 
force 

% migrants % female 
migrants 

Yun Xian 236900 114.4 46.6 41.3 45.7 3.0 34.9
Yunxi 102200 115.3 46.4 43.6 43.7 1.2 28.95

Zhushan 191700 129.0 43.7 44.7 40.5 11.3 19.68
Zhuxi 65200 126.4 44.2 38.4 37.0 4.7 40.61

Danfeng 206100 112.8 47.0 41.3 43.1 3.8 27.44
Luonan 151500 109.2 47.8 43.7 43.7 19.9 30.52

Shangnan 56400 108.3 48.0 51.8 40.3 23.8 68.78
Shangzhou 225400 107.1 48.3 41.2 42.7 3.9 34.67
Shanyang 261300 114.5 46.6 41.7 41.3 14.0 38.7

TOTAL 1496700 114.6 46.6 42.4 42.5 8.7 35.5
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NEEDS OF ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AT TOWNSHIP LEVEL 

 
 
 
PER CAPITA GRAIN PRODUCTION versus PER CAPITA INCOME 
 

On of the most important questions arising from the analysis carried out up to now is connected with 
the fact that a low coefficient of correlation between “per capita grain production” and “per capita income” 
has been noted.  On the contrary in Chinese poor rural areas the two indicators are rather well correlated.  In 
the case of the rural population of the townships included in the proposed Project Area this assumption is not 
at all evident (with a coefficient of correlation equal to 0.444 for all the 247 townships included in the 9 visited 
counties). 
 

In particular, when we consider only the townships included in the “food insecure” clusters, the 
coefficient of  correlation becomes further insignificant:   
 

 Per capita Grain Production 
Per capita Income Shaanxi and Hubei*: 0.143 

Shaanxi*: 0.295 
Hubei*: 0.185 

 * only townships included in “food security at risk” clusters 

 
 

Two reasons can, at least partially, explain the above lack of a better coefficient of correlation: 
a) the fact that in the estimation of the income are also other sources (from temporary/seasonal 

labour outside [family business],  from remittances and properties) are included; 
b) the fact that the definition of “grain” does not include in Chinese statistics some crop as soybean 

and oil bearing crops (defined as “cash crops”)  while all the crops are included in the estimation 
of the income. 

Unfortunately these types of information are not available at township level, while are available at county 
level (estimated by sampling techniques).   

 
 

 INCOME BY SOURCES 
 
During the field mission it was locally verified and stated that when the “per capita income by sources of 

income” is apparently available at township level, this availability hides a tricking statistical approach:  the 
same county percentages rates (defining the contribution of different sources of income to the total income) 
are applied to the total township income.   
 

Nevertheless, as an important result of the field mission, it became evident that the above insignificant 
coefficient of correlation between “per capita grain production” and “per capita income”  is due, in the two 
provincial areas, to a different mix of the listed two main reasons. 
 

In spite of the fact that at township level the “labour outside” component of the capita income is not 
reliable, the same information,  available at county level and shown in the table here below, confirms its 
different importance in the two Provinces included in the Project Area:  a significant role  played  in Shaanxi 
counties, a marginal one in Hubei ones.  

 
  income by sources (%) - 1997 total rural 
 labor family business transfer property population (x 10000) 

Counties in Shaanxi      
Danfeng no data no data no data no data 27.27 
Luonan 16.2 71.8 3.12 1.19 40.31 

Shangnan 15 76.8 4.5 3.7 21.53 
Shangzhou 12.9 84.6 1.6 0.3 46.28 
Shanyang 15 78 5 2 38.83 

Counties in Hubei      
Yun Xian 3.4 79.6 13.2 4 49.94 

Yunxi 3.4 79.6 13 3.94 44.27 
Zhushan 3.6 92.97 2.2 1.2 42.6 

Zhuxi 3.4 79.6 13 3.95 30.35 
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Worth to be noted that also the transfer component shows an opposite pattern:  in general –excluding 
Zhushan- a significant one in Hubei, a marginal one in Shaanxi counties. 

It must be emphasized the need, during the Project formulation phase, for organising the 
collection of this type of information through appropriate sample techniques. 

 
 

CROP MIX 
 
 As already explained, the local crop mix can affect in a different way the coefficient of correlation. 
Unfortunately, as in the case of the sources of income, reliable desegregated information on crops at 
township level are not available.  Nevertheless these information are available at county level. 
 

The table here below shows a comparison between counties according to the percentage of different 
crop sown area 
 

CROP MIX 
A COMPARISON BETWEEN HUBEI AND SHAANXI COUNTIES 

percentage of main crops sown area (Hubei 1996, Shaanxi recent years) 
      

 Hubei counties  Shaanxi counties   
 Yun Xian Yunxi Zhushan Zhuxi  Danfeng Luonan Shangzhou Shanyang Shangnan 
           

wheat 43.5 31.1 30.0 25.7  38.1 36.3 38.1 36.3 n.a. 
rice 9.7 4.2 9.1 10.5  1.0 0.0 0.6 2.3 n.a. 
maize 16.1 25.3 26.4 27.9  34.6 33.2 34.4 29.6 n.a. 
tubers 23.5 24.4 10.9 15.3  16.2 4.1 14.3 16.1 n.a. 
soybean 3.0 9.4 13.9 9.8  9.2 20.7 11.5 10.5 n.a. 
rapeseed 2.6 4.2 7.0 8.0  0.5 5.2 0.9 4.7 n.a. 
peanut 1.6 1.4 2.7 2.8  0.3 0.4 0.3 0.5 n.a. 

 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0  100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0  

   
The coefficients of specialisation, derived from the previous table and shown in the table here below, 

offer the occasion for a more immediate understanding  the county crop mix.    
 

CROP MIX - COEFFICIENTS OF SPECIALISATION 
(as compared with 8 counties crop mix) 

 Hubei counties  Shaanxi counties  
 Yun Xian Yunxi Zhushan Zhuxi  Danfeng Luonan Shangzhou Shanyang Shangnan 

wheat 1.11 0.90 0.90 0.82  1.22 0.93 1.11 1.09 n.a. 
rice 2.45 1.70 1.63 1.68  0.17 0.00 0.23 0.41 n.a. 
maize 0.61 0.85 0.94 0.90  1.12 1.26 1.16 1.05 n.a. 
tubers 1.95 1.25 0.80 0.98  1.03 0.35 0.73 1.19 n.a. 
soybean 0.22 0.90 1.15 1.03  0.97 1.53 1.10 0.86 n.a. 
rapeseed 0.64 1.62 1.21 1.73  0.10 1.25 0.33 0.81 n.a. 
peanut 1.80 1.61 1.71 1.65  0.20 0.45 0.33 0.34 n.a. 
note: in bold only the coeffcients of specialisation over 1.10 

 
It is evident that the selected township are not necessary characterised by the average county crop 

mix, nevertheless the table shows an evident difference between Hubei and Shaanxi counties.  Hubei 
counties are more specialised in specific crops (rice, peanuts, rapeseed and tubers) while Shaanxi counties 
present a less specialised structure (nevertheless maize, wheat and in some cases soybean are more 
important).    

Any kind of agricultural development suggestion should attentively consider the differences between 
the Project suggested areas belonging to the two Provinces.  Consequently it will be very important, in 
the Project formulation phase, to collect this type of information at township level. 
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NEEDS OF COLLECTING AGRO-METEOROLOGICAL DATA  

 
Few agro-met data had been provided by the local authorities during the mission.   In particular it 

was not possible to identify the location (including the altitude) of the stations where the data were collected.  
These facts are hampering any consistent interpretation. 
 

Nevertheless the summary table here below shows a latitudinal gradient with - in general - higher 
figures both for mm of rainfall and temperatures (average  and accumulated > 10C) in Hubei counties than in 
Shaanxi ones.   This fact is also confirmed by the few data on “free-frost days”. 
 

MAIN AGRO-METEOROLOGICAL DATA - BY COUNTY 
      

County rainfall average 
temperature

. 

accumulated.
temperarture.

sunshine frost-free 

 (mm) (C) (>10C) (hour) (day) 
Yun Xian 800 16 5139 1984 235 
Yunxi 769.7 15.4 5113 n.a. n.a. 
Zhushan 820.3 15.6 n.a. n.a. n.a. 
Zhuxi 963.2 14.5 n.a. n.a. n.a. 
Danfeng 665.6 13.4 4201 2039 n.a. 
Luonan 760 11.5 3416 1835 195 
Shangzhou 637.6 12.8 4080 1908 204 
Shanyang 671.6 12.9 4126 1820 208 
Shangnan 800 14.6 n.a. n.a. n.a. 

 
 Differences of  one hundred mm of rainfall, of two or three degrees of average temperature and of 
one thousand in terms of accumulated one (>10C) – as shown in the table - imply that “ceteris paribus” crop 
performances are/can be very different.      

The information provided by the village heads and the HHs,  during the mission, confirm such 
impression. 
 
 
 During the field visit we got also the impression that local coping solutions have been sporadically 
developed.   
 In the Project Area Intercropping systems represent the fundamental coping mechanism, 
nevertheless the few crop calendars collected during the mission seem to show significant differences 
(inside – obviously- the same type of agro-ecosystem,), not simply dictated by local climate conditions, but 
also by local knowledge (and sometimes prejudices) and technical skill. 
 
 

EXAMPLES OF CROP CALENDARS WITHIN AN INTERCROPPING SYSTEM 
 P = Planting,  H = Harvesting   
    
 Shanyang Shangnan  

Jan    
Feb    
Mar potato-P peanut-P  
Apr maize-P, soy-P, sorghum-P s.potato-P maize-P, potato-P, soy-P 
May  bean-P  
Jun wheat-H, soy-P, rape-H wheat-H, maize-P potato-H 
Jul potato-H, s.potato-P  wheat-H 
Aug    
Sep wheat-P,maize-H,soy-H,sorg-H, rape-P maize-H  
Oct s.potato-H wheat-P, bean-H, peanut-H wheat-P, maize-H, soy-H 
Nov  s.potato-H  
Dec    
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EXAMPLES OF CROP CALENDARS WITHIN AN INTERCROPPING SYSTEM 
 P = Planting,  H = Harvesting   
    
 Yun Xian Zhushan  

Jan    
Feb    
Mar maize-P maize-P  
Apr  rice-P  
May  rape-H  
Jun wheat-H, s.potato-P wheat-H,soy-P, s.potato-P  
Jul    
Aug  rice-H  
Sep maize-H soy-H, maize-H  
Oct wheat-P wheat-P, s.potato-H,rape-P  
Nov s.potato-H   
Dec    

 
 

 As a preliminary conclusion:  there is an urgent need of collecting local crop calendars and 
more information on related technical solutions, in order to think about, through the new Project, the 
spreading of local knowledge and  technical skill. 
 In particular the agro-meteorological set of information must be complemented by PET (Potential 
Evapo-Transpiration), in order to a better identification of the number, the start and the length of the “growing 
season(s)”9

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
9 Few data, provided by three Hubei counties, show significant differences that should be attentively taken into account during the 
Project formulation phase.  Using the standard criteria for identifying the growing season (mm of rainfall > ½ PET) we got three different 
profiles, shown here below.  
 

GROWING SEASON  (mm of rainfall > 1/2 PET) County 
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec  

Yunxi ------- ------- ------- growing ------- ------- growing growing growing growing growing ------- 
Zhushan ------- ------- ------- growing growing ------- growing ------- growing growing growing ------- 
Zhuxi ------- ------- growing growing growing growing growing growing growing growing growing ------- 
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`  
MAIN DIETARY PATTERNS AND NUTRITIONAL LIMITING FACTORS 

 
 
 During the mission, and in particular when interviewing the HHs’ heads, big attention  was given in 
understanding local dietary patterns. 
 
 The short time we spent in the field and the lack of consistent information on local crops (see 
previous pages) and local consumption patterns have certainly limited our attempt; nevertheless we got a 
better and – in particular - a sound idea of the main emerging problems. 
 They are shortly described in the following pages. 
 
 
ABOUT STAPLE FOOD 
 
 It seems correct to assume –at least as a first attempt – that in the observed mountain areas the 
staple food is composed by: 
⇒ 

⇒ 
⇒ 

a floating mix of either maize and potatoes (particularly in Shaanxi part) or maize and sweet potatoes 
(particularly in Hubei part); 
wheat is an additional food, locally varying mainly according to local agro-ecoclimatic  conditions 
rice represents only the “spring festival” food. 

 
These preliminary results seem not contradictory with the overall crop mix characteristics available 

only at county level.   
   

Probably planting more maize than wheat must be interpreted – when agro-ecoclimatic conditions 
allow to plant both – as a typical “coping mechanism” developed under over-population pressure (particularly 
Shaanxi); because maize yields are higher when compared with wheat ones.     

Nevertheless as - in general - wheat is more labour intensive than maize sometimes it happens that 
labor-shortage households (i.e. with sick person in the family) prefer to plant more maize (as observed in 
Hubei, where over-population patterns are not detectable).      
 
 During the project formulation phase it will be necessary to investigate in a systematic way 
on the above problems, as it is evident that the “per capita grain production” indicator is too vague 
and hides relevant local differences.    If we consider that ”potatoes” are included  into the definition 
of “grain”10 but “”sweet potatoes” are not, it is even more evident the need of getting a more 
desegregated  information.  
 
 
 
ABOUT  CALORIES INTAKE 
 

Few official estimations of “per capita calories intake” were provided by local PMOs (figures are 
extracted from their official county profiles). 

 
The table here below shows the estimation officially provided for three Hubei county. 
 

 
Daily diet composition (grams and total calories) 

County grains11 vegetables meat poultry,  egg legumes vegetable oil fat kcal 

Yun Xian 410 140 30 7 6.5 5.8 n.a. 1850 
Yunxi 407 125 15 7 5.5 5.3 3 1835 

Zhushan 440 145 26 6.2 6.9 5.5 n.a. n.a. 

 
Few comments are necessary.  

                                                           
10 The reader must know that,  in spite of the fact that official Hubei agricultural statistics normally do not include “potatoes” in the 
definition of “grains”, the figures provided by the local PMOs and used for our analysis includes – on the contrary and for the obvious 
need of being comparable with those of Shaanxi -  also potatoes.   

 “Grain” category should include, according to China’s statistics, soybean too  11
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It is rather difficult to agree with the last column  (energy intake expressed in terms of kcal) if we 

compute it using the grams provided in the previous columns.   
It is a fact that if we roughly convert the grams of each item into kcal  we get an estimation at least 

20% lower (around 1500 kcal).   
It is obvious that such la low energy intake should produce an endemic near-starving condition, that 

is not at all true (at least according to our field observations).    
Consequently we should assume that either the figures (in grams) are under-estimated or 

some diet component is not considered (i.e. oilseed crops as peanut, rapeseed, sesameseed and so 
on). 

 
Our field observations have shown that, excluding few cases, calories intake is not so far 

from the Chinese requested standard12.    
As we consider that in each village we interviewed only few households, but always taking care of 

choosing one of the poorest and one of the richest,  we got the impression that rarely the energy intake 
slows down below 2000 kcal.    

Households, particularly when visited by a mission, try to hide a part of their food intake, expecting 
some assistance.   

Only a very attentive interview, combined by an inspection of HH’s stocks (which are 
obviously related to the season) can give a more reliable estimation of food availability and food 
consumption.      
 

 
 

PROTEIN DEFICIT 
 

If, at least according to our rough estimations, calories intake in the visited villages is not so far from 
the Chinese requested standard, the protein intake – on the contrary – is extremely low.  

 
⇒ 

⇒ 

⇒ 

⇒ 

⇒ 

⇒ 

                                                          

Animal proteins daily intake is approximately equal to zero (often meat is consumed only during the 
spring festival)13 
Vegetable proteins are provided mainly by cereals14 and in a minimum amount by the few quantities of 
legumes daily eaten.  

 
Nevertheless an important role in the crop mix is played by soybean.  This evidence comes from 

the official county crop mix figures (see table in the previous pages): soybean sown area varies from 3% 
(minimum, in Yun Xian) to 20.7% (maximum, in Luonan).   The above evidence has been fully confirmed by 
our field inspections.    We got the clear impression that both the village chief and the farmers don’t consider 
soybean a “grain crop” and in general soybean play a role of a “hidden” crop in the statistical reporting.   

 
Unfortunately most of the soybean production is not consumed but sold in the free market in 

order to buy “cheaper” food as maize or wheat.    
 
This farmer’s behavior can be explained by several reasons, amongst them the following two are the 

most important :   
lack of what is currently considered food as “fills your stomach” (as maize or wheat do due to their higher 
carbohydrate component:  65-70% against 18% of soybean) 
the fact that the price of soybean is higher than the maize or wheat ones (approximately 2,8 yuan/kg for 
soybean against 2.0 and 2.4 respectively for maize and wheat).    
 
It is a fact that the advantages of buying “cheaper” food can be questioned.   Two reasons should 

be emphasised: 
when exchanging soybean with “cheapest carbohydrates” the advantages in energy intake are not so 
significant, 
the losses in terms of proteins, fats and other nutrient are more than consistent.  

 
It is evident that the farmers selling 100 grams of soybean can buy (due to the structure of prices) 

more than 100 grams of cereals. 
 

 2400 Kcal/day/person 12

 Our appraisal results are certainly – in this case -  more negative than the official county figures 13

 Our deliberate reason for using here the term “cereals” instead of  “grains” is explained in the next paragraphs 14
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It is a fact that, according to the “Chinese Food Table in 1991”, when a farmer sells 100 grams of 

soybean for buying 140 grams of maize or 117 of wheat, will increase between four and five times the 
carbohydrate component of the exchanged food.  Nevertheless the losses in term of proteins, fats and other 
fundamental nutrients are much significant.   

 
The table here below, computed from the data provided by Dr Shi-an Yin (see his BTO report [draft]), 

in which 100 grams of soybean are compared with the quantities of maize (140 grams) and wheat  (117 
grams) that can be bought. The table takes into consideration different diet components and other 
fundamental nutrients.   

   
It is evident that  

⇒ 
⇒ 
⇒ 

two third of proteins and fats are lost exchanging soybean with maize (and more with wheat), 
calcium losses are crucial, 
but also Vitamine B1 and B2 losses should not be under-estimates.    

 
 

 Prices (yuan/kg) Quantities Energy Carbohydrate Protein Fat Vitamine B1 Vitamine B2 Carotene Calcium 
soybean 2.8 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
maize 2 140 131 501 35 33 72 61 64 10 
wheat flour 2.4 117 112 448 37 11 80 31 n.a. 19 

 
 
 But it is not all.  There is an additional, extremely important reason, for not selling soybean 
production.   The reason is explained here below. 
 

As well known each protein molecule is made of chains of amino acids joined together.  There are 20 
different amino acids, of which eight the body cannot make15. They are called essential amino acids; we 
must eat enough of these so that we can make human proteins.  The amount of essential amino acids in 
different plants varies.   

 
 The following table, extracted from Dr Shi-an Yin’s BTO report, shows that in general cereals contain 

only a little Lysine and a lot of Methionine+Cystine.  On the contrary, although soybean contains only a little 
Methionine+Cystine, it contains a lot of Lysine.   

 
Amino  Acids contained in different sources of proteins  (%) and AA score 

sources of proteins Lysine Met+Cys Threonine Tryptophane AA score 

Cereals 2.4 3.8 3 1.1 44 

Soybean 7.2 2.4 4.2 1.4 68 

Milk Powder 8 2.4 3.7 1.3 83 

Mix Protein 5.1 3.2 3.5 1.2 88 

FAO\WHO 5.5 3.5 4 1 100 

Mix protein: the scores from cereals, soybean and milk powder are 67,22 and 11 respectively.  

Data quoted from “Human Nutriology”                                                                                source: Dr Shi-an Yin’s BTO report [draft] 

 
 

A person eating only cereals will get plenty of Methionine+Cystine,  but little Lysine.  Consequently 
he needs to eat a big amount of cereals in order to eat enough Lysine to make human protein.   Exactly the 
opposite happens eating only soybean.   But eating together cereals and soybean, it will be possible to 
get enough Lysine and  Methionine+Cystine from a normal sized-meal.  

 
The above assumption is confirmed by the AA (amido acids) score shown in the last column of the 

table.    In other words, eating only cereals - not mixed [“complemented”] in the same meal with [by] 
food rich of Lysine - means, practically, to waste 56% of the available essential amino acids.  

 
The last row of the table shows also the AA score of the so called “Mix Protein” (provided by a mix of 

cereals, soybean and milk powder in the ratio 67, 22 and 11).  The AA score is, in this case, improved up to 
88.    

                                                           
15 They are: Methionine, Isoleucine, Leicine, Lysine, Phenylalanine, Threonine, Tryptophan and Valine. There is an additional [essential} 
amino acid (Histidine) which infants cannot makes. 
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As we don’t expect that milk powder will be easily available in the Project Area, we roughly computed 
the AA scores simply considering a mix of two parts of cereals with one part of soybean. and): the expected  
AA score will increase up to 78 (from 44 eating only cereals).  
 
 

 Lysine Met+Cys Threonine Tryptophabe AA score 
Cereals 2.4 3.8 3 1.1 44 
Soybean 7.2 2.4 4.2 1.4 68 
Cereals + Soybean* 4.0 3.3 3.4 1.2 78 (expected) 
* 2 parts of Cereals + 1 part of Soybean   

 
 

It is evident that we cannot expect in the Project Area such an important soybean component in the 
diet.  Nevertheless during the field inspections we have noted a yearly average production (in a three person 
household) not so far from 110 kg.   It means about 9 Kg per month = about 300 grams/day = 100 
grams/day/capita. 

  
Let us, consequently, develop the following idea.   Let assume a daily average consumption of 

cereals equal to 700 grams.  If the above consumption is not complemented by other type of food, we should 
expect from it an approximate production of human protein for about 24 grams (due to an AA score equal to 
44).    

If 100 grams of soybean (which are in general available in the Project Area) will be eaten with the 
700 grams of cereals (and not sold), the human protein production will increase up to 30 grams (about ¼ 
more).  

 
 The lesson is:  

if we encourage people to eat a mixture of food  so that the different sources of 
protein in the meal can “help each other” to provide enough essential amino 
acids it will be possible to improve the quality of the diet and consequently the 
nutritional status. 

 
 

 
LACK OF FATS, MICRO-NUTRIENTS AND VITAMINS 
 
 We do not intend to develop in this BTO report additional considerations on lack of fats, micro-
nutrient and vitamins.  Reference can be made to Dr Shi-an Yin’s BTO report [draft].   
 
 Nevertheless it is worth to emphasize that the peanut production, which is important in some 
township, could contribute to improve the nutritional situation.   But also in this case the farmers prefer to sell 
the full production, underestimating its importance in a more balanced diet16. 
 
 During the field inspection we noted the existence of several annual and perennial corps which could 
provide important contributions in improving the dietary profile:  in particular, parsimmon, carrots, pumpkin,  
walnut, kiwi are or can be easily planted; nevertheless their nutritional importance is not understood enough 
both by farmers and local authorities.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
16 100 grams of peanut provide 570 Kcal, contain 25 grams of proteins and 45 grams of fat.  
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GENERAL CONSIDERATION ON AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT 
 
 
 
 During the mission, and in particular in the meetings with local authorities, at the presence of the 
Provincial PMOs, it was confirmed the willingness of identifying the most appropriate actions in order to carry 
out an environmentally protected agriculture development (according to specific/local agro-ecological 
conditions) 
 
 Several topics were frankly discussed.  Between them the following should be recorded and 
we recommend their inclusion in the TORs of the incoming “project formulation” missions.  
 

1. Better protection of cultivated/cultivable land along the rivers/streams  (particularly in Shaanxi) to 
be strengthened  

 
2. Recovering abandoned “small scale” irrigation systems (particularly in Hubei) to be developed  

 
3. Terracing to be curried out as far as necessary and not as far as possible evaluating 

alternative/complementary solutions17. 
 
The following possible alternative/complementary solutions to be attentively analysed: 
 
• increasing yield on existing land:  

• a)  introducing new varieties, more locally suitable,  
• b) introducing small scale irrigation,  
• c) extending the practice of new planting techniques (i.e. plastic cover in 

the intercropping system);   
• d) in general moving toward a more intensive cropping system. 

  
• modifying, as far as possible, the crop mix patterns in order to get better nutritional 

results. In particular save for household consumption at least part of the current soybean 
and peanut productions, in order to increase the protein and fat component in the daily 
diet. 

 
• mobilising households (providing women in particular with resources and training) on 

developing “home gardening practices”, in order to strengthen the practice of planting 
more nutrient crops around the house. 

 
 

4. Possibilities of modifying crop mix patterns to be identified in order to eat or to buy more and 
higher nutritional content food, i.e.: 

 
a. developing animal husbandry,  
b. and/or cash crops  

b1. permanent trees, industrial crops as industrial oil bearing trees, tea, 
cotton, nut trees, and so on;  

b2. increasing staple food crops (i.e. soybean and peanuts).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
17 It must be emphasised that the cost of terracing 1 mu is equivalent to 200 US$. Consequently the government objective of increasing 
the average per capita cultivated land from 0.5 mu to 1 mu  should imply a per capita cost of 100 US$.  How many beneficiaries can be 
expected?      
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MAJOR TOPICS DISCUSSED WITH PROVINCIAL AND LOCAL  

DECISION MAKERS 
 

 
 

 
A - TOWARDS AN “AD HOC” AREA PLANNING INTERVENTION 
 
 

It has been agreed that one of the major advantages of the targeting procedure followed for the new 
Project is represented by the fact that the cluster profiles are not simply the result of  a statistical exercise, 
but – BY DEFINITION – offer powerful issue suggestions (through an attentive reading of their main 
characteristics) for planning decisions.    Consequently they should be fully utilised during the incoming 
Project Formulation Phase.  

 
Cluster profiles can be successfully used for identifying “area problems”.  It is a fact that in our report 

we have used, in order to summarise the cluster profiles, an alphanumerical coding system.    This is the 
most evident demonstration that each cluster can be easily identified by its most evident types and level or 
food security risk.     

 
In spite of the fact that the graph at page 12 (“Food Insecure Clusters”) takes into consideration only 

the per capita grain production and the per capita income (and adds a comment of meat per capita 
production) ,  it is evident in which way the cluster procedure can assist/facilitate the identification of “area 
problems”.     

 
The summary table included at the bottom of page 13 (“Targeted Townships and Related Clusters”) 

has already sorted out an impressive pattern: the strong predominance of specific clusters in each of the two 
Provinces.    This fact already should represent an important input for the decision makers. 

 
The opportunity of mapping the townships according to their belonging to specific clusters has 

provided even a more useful indication.   The major evidence coming out consists in the fact that a same 
type of cluster is not limited to a county, on the contrary – frequently and not surprisingly – it is applied to 
areas belonging to contiguous counties.      

 
The above evidence was attentively discussed with the Provincial and Local decision makers, 

because there was a large agreement on the fact  that “targeted areas” (as an aggregate of targeted 
townships) should be identified according to “emerging food insecurity problems” and not according to 
administrative criteria.      The types of emerging food security problems will implies the implementation of  
“ad hoc” area development strategies (introducing the concept of a “planning area”). 

 
Consequently the assumption that a PMOoffice should be implemented in each county was 

considered not fully justified.   It was in principle agreed with Provincial and Local authorities that the 
PMOffices should be established, on the contrary,  in and for each of the “planning area”, in case crossing 
the county administrative boundaries. 

  
As a provisional result of several discussions with the Provincial and Local Authorities and on the 

base of field inspections, seven (7) “planning areas” are  suggested: 
 

four (4) “planning areas” in Shaanxi: 
SH_N[ord], SH_C[enter], SH_E[ast], SH_S[outh] 

three (3) “planning areas” in Hubei 
HU_E[ast], HU_W[est], HU_S[outh] 

 
It is expected that through a participatory approach, specific actions should be identified for each of the 
above “planning areas”. 
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Nevertheless, as a provisional result of : 

• the VAM analysis, 
• the VAM township targeting mission (including field inspections and meeting with local authorities 

and specialists), 
the following issues on primary sector development18 are submitted for an attentive consideration.  
 

SH_N Priority to the protection of existing cultivated land 
 Less emphasis on wheat 
 More emphasis on soybean 
 Forestry activities 
 
SH_C Protection from erosion 
 Reforestation 
 Development of peanuts 
 
SH_E Environmental protection and terracing 

Industrial oil crops and peanuts development 
 
SH_S Livestock development 
 Rehabilitation of small scale irrigation systems 

 
Please note: 

Shaanxi Local and Provincial officers (PMOs) have expressed the need of more emphasis on FOOD FOR 
WORK activities and less emphasis on a  “micro-credit component”; justifying their requests with the 
fact that farmers, already “up to their eyes in debt, are reluctant to think about a “micro-credit” issue. 

 
 

HU_E Livestock development 
 Peanuts development 
 
HU_W Livestock development 
 Rehabilitation of small scale irrigation systems 
 
HU_S Soybean development 
 Tea and, in general, permanent trees development 
 Livestock development  

 
Please note:   

At least apparently, a “micro-loan component” can be developed in an easier way in Hubei project 
areas, when compared with Shaanxi’ ones.  

 
 
 
 
 
B - TOWARDS A COMPREHENSIVE DEVELOPMENT PLANNING APPROACH 
 
 
 One of the major topics discussed with Local and Provincial Authorities made reference to the “living 
standard development” issue.   

 
It was emphasised that the Project should include between its objectives a “living standard” 

significant improvement and not simply a pure agricultural production development. 
 
As a consequence it was stressed the importance of a “comprehensive development planning 

approach” in which education, nutritional and health knowledge should play a strategic role.  
 
 

                                                           
18  The following suggestion are, at the time being,  limited by the current lack of a systematic availability of  local crops data and 
sources of “cash” income. 
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The following issues were lively and deeply discussed during the mission. It must be emphasised 
that an extremely important agreement on the above issues was reached.     

  
 

1. 
Improving nutritional status not simply eating more but smartly. 
Action:   1.Provide Nutritional education through adult literacy training, accompanied by  

a. “home gardening practices”, particularly in the most remote areas (mountains) 
b. the strengthening the already existing intercropping system, emphasizing the role 

of legumes, vegetables and fruits. 
 
2. 

Improving health conditions 
Actions:  1. Drinkable water protection 

2. Provide health-education training combined with adult literacy training (targeting 
women and primary school children) 

 
3. 

Improving educational status 
Actions: 1. more children into the school 

 2. less illiterate adult (particularly women), through literacy training. 
  

The proposal that the adult literacy training (action 2) should be 
provided on basic nutritional and health concepts (see point 1 and 2) 
and not following the traditional “500 word approach” was discussed 
with local decision makers. 
Reactions were very positive.  In particular China Women Federation 
local representatives as well as Health and Education local 
representatives expressed their willingness to participate since the 
conception of this new adult literacy approach.   
The idea that a new literacy training manual should be prepared and 
tested during the next months was fully supported. 
Consequently the above proposed is included in “the most urgent  
actions” (see next page). 
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THE MOST URGENT ACTIONS  
 
 
 
1. 
Literacy training and nutritional education (preparatory phase) 

a. Analysis of existing nutritional education manuals used in China and elsewhere (5 days) 
b. First draft of a literacy manual using nutritional concepts (40 days including missions, in order to 

work with local people [China Women Federation, Education and Health local personnel already 
experienced on health and/or nutritional training). 

c. Pilot test of the training manual (10 days) 
d. Revision of the manual and pre-final draft (20 days) 
e. Comments and advises requested to independent evaluators  (5 days) 
f. Final draft (10 days) 

 
Total time:  90 days = 3 months  (before end of April) 
Approximate cost:  90 US$ per day =  8100 US$ + DSA when travelling 
 
 
 
2. 
Digitising township maps 

9 counties, 247 townships 
Approximate cost:  1000 US$ 

As extremely urgent, already implemented by VAM HQs 
 
 
3. 
Systematise socioeconomic data at township level 
 

a. get revised information from PMOs 
b. data entry and data quality checking  
c. computing relevant indicators (“outcome indicators”) 
d. clustering township according “outcome indicators” 
e. interfacing food security risk analysis results (“process indicators”) with  “outcome indicators” 

analysis results 
f. in order to provide a final “vulnerability analysis map” to be used by the incoming “Project formulation 

mission” 
g. in addition, prepare for the above mission, a set of the most significant thematic maps and compile 

the database in DMV format top be used by the mission travelling in the field. 
 
Total time:  60 days = 2 months (before end of February 1999) 
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